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The First Round of the Summer Club Championships, combined with Round 1 of the LGM and NKF Championship
drivers, made for a stunning entry totalling 283!
Despite the longer days it was a bumper programme of 29 heats and 11 Finals – all drivers getting three heats which
meant the organisation had to be very slick – and it certainly was!
A BIG thank you to all our Marshals and Officials who made things run very efficiently and to the drivers for some
brilliant racing and helping the day run so smoothly.

IAME Cadet – A Club grid of 20+ and great racing all day. Taylor
Barnard was in great form and took an excellent win in the Final.
Ross Woodford was his nearest challenger but settled for a solid
second although he had to work really hard to hold off a hard
charging Dominic Bush who pushed all the way to the finish – but
third it was.
FIRST NOVICE – Jack Martin

HONDA Cadet – A full grid and, as always, brilliant racing.
Myles Apps looked to have the upper hand in the Heats but Harry
Thompson was always in his track. In the Final the roles were
reversed as a stunning drive by Thompson earned him the win –
just – from Apps who had to work hard to hold off a charging
Jenson Butterfield in 3rd.
FIRST NOVICE – George Hanafan

JUNIOR MAX – Not the masses that some other classes had but
30 drivers of high quality slugged it out over the three Heats and
Final. Will Shaw took a worthy Pole but as mentioned quality was
all around. Tom Gamble on grid two got shuffled down at the
start but drove a storming race to charge through at the flag and
take another win at PFI! Shaw had to be content with second
while Stef Charalambous held station with a solid third.
FIRST ROOKIE – McAulay Forbes

MINI MAX – A full house and, all in all, some brilliantly close
racing. There is never very much between the Mini’s at PF and one
name that keeps rising to the top is Ed Hack – he took a very well
judge and deserved win. He did have to work very hard as the pack
behind were chasing hard but ended up in their own battles –
runner up was the ever consistent Thomas Turner, who just, and
only just, beat Lucas Vaus who ended up third. Jordon Cane was
another front runner all weekend and was right withTurner and
Vaus but ended up just off the podium in 4th.
FIRST ROOKIE – Jae Dale

SENIOR MAX – An excellent grid of almost 50 Seniors was very
pleasing to see! As you would expect, the pace at the front was
‘hot’ – but up to the challenge was Ben Hingeley, he converted his
hard earned Pole into a great win in the Final. Ollie Varney now
seems to be a more consistent driver and was always at the sharp
end, his experience showing as he finished a solid second. Third
place was contested with six or so drivers battling hard. Matthew
Hirst eventually taking the place although Jay Taylor had a great
race charging up the field and close behind in fourth. The race
came to a premature end when Jack Harding lost a rear wheel on
the right hander before the pit entrance and collided heavily with
the barriers – Red Flags and race over. Hopefully Jack’s injuries are
not tot serious and we wish him a speedy recovery.

IAME X30 JUNIOR - Numbers continue to increase in this new
Club Class – 18 quality drivers fighting this one out. Alfie Brown is
the one who seems to be getting a handle on the class and made
excellent progress forward in the Final to take the win. Hugo Ellis
was another who looks at ease in the class, again a forward charge
taking him into an excellent second, Elliot Harvey completing the
top 3.

IAME X30 SENIOR – As with Juniors, the class is growing – 18
drivers meaning a healthy grid/race of their own. Jack
Bartholomew’s experience showed as he stroked it home for a
very controlled win. Chad Little had a good day and just managed
to hold onto second while Josh Hatton was on a charge and did
very well to complete the top 3. Nice to see Charlie Barlow having
a run out in the UK again finishing 4th, and a solid 5th place taken by
Andrew Rees-Reynolds.

JUNIOR TKM - Winner Chris Whitton

All Results and current Championship standings can be found
on the website.
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